
--#ffi:
PACIFIC COAST HORSE SHOIVS ASSOCIATION

P.0.  Box 5570,  Glendale,  California 91221-5570
Telephone (818) 842€194
FAX (818) 842-6048

STEWARDS REPORT

RETURN WITHIN  14 DAYS AFTER THE SHOW

NAME 0F SHOW

DATE OF SHOW

MANAGER

LOCATloN

lf any of the following questions are answered indicating a problem, the steward must comment on or
explain the problem in this report.
If there is a violation of the rules, the steward must report the violation in detail in the violation section
of this report.

Were qualified  medical personnel and equipment provided during scheduled schooling                      Yes/No
sessions and during all performances?

Were all j.udges eligible to officiate in the classes in which they were assigned?                                         Yes/No

Were all course designers eligible to officiate in the classes in which they were assigned?                   Yes/No

Were the required number of officials present in the jumper and/or hunter rings?

Was the show conducted in accordance with the USEF and  PCHA Rules?

Were courses and work orders posted at the proper time?

lf applicable, were animals measured in accordance with  USEF Rules?

Were horses checked for forbidden substances?

Were there any instances of cruelty to animals`observed by you or reported to you?

Were there any deviations from the PCHA Rules regarding a veterinarian?

Were there any deviations from the PCHA Rules regarding a farrier?

Were there any violations of the PCHA Rules regarding the time schedule?

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No



Did weather conditions adversely affect the competition?

Was there any instance of misrepresentation of a horse's identity or eligibility of a
class reported to you?

Were schooling and exercise areas in compliance with USEF Rules?

Were competition areas in compliance with  USEF Rules?

Was equipment available and consistently used to maintain the footing in competition and              Yes/No
schooling/exercise arenas throughout the competition.

Was there sufficient lighting in competition and schooling/exercise arenas.if scheduling                      Yes/No
required riding before sunrise or after sunset.

Were FEl safety mechanisms used for oxers in all Hunter,  Equitation and Jumper courses?                 Yes/No

Were FEl safety mechanisms available for all warm-up jumps?                                                                           Yes/No
Judges:

Course Designers:

Report of Violations:

Report of problems:



Outstanding, Positive features of the show:

Signature

Name

Address


